Theft from vehicle

Columbia, 21044: 5300 & 5600 blocks of Smooth Meadow Way and 5200 block of West Running Brook Road, Jan. 12 1-6:30 a.m.
Unknown suspect(s) gained entry to nine vehicles by breaking a window or prying open a door and stole airbags. Tools were stolen from an additional vehicle.

Ellicott City, 21043: Norris Car Dealership, 8500 block of Baltimore National Pike, Jan. 12 3:13 a.m.
A suspect stole two tires from a vehicle on the dealership lot. Police responded, located and arrested the suspect.
ARRESTED: Marcus Blain Jackson, 19, of Granite Woods Court in Windsor Mill, charged with theft and trespassing.

Vehicle theft

Columbia, 21046: 9700 block of Summer Park Court, Jan. 12 7:46 a.m.
08 Black Lexus GS350 Temp Tag

###